Indirect
Line
Heater

How it Works
The Line Heater consists of three components: shell, firetube and coil. The process stream flows through the
coil, which is immersed in the upper portion of the liquid media bath of the shell. The coil preheats the flow
stream before reducing the pressure across a restricting choke followed by post-heating coils. Fuel gas is
burned in the firetube and indirectly transfers heat to the media, then to the coil, and finally to the process
stream.

Line Heater
Exterran Line Heaters help you maintain an optimal temperature in your well stream as pressures are rapidly reduced to sales line
requirements. They counteract the effect of abrupt temperature drop that occurs when the well stream passes through the pressurereducing choke. They can also be used to heat gas transmission lines. Exterran Line Heaters can also be used for heating crude oil.
Standard pre-assembled packages include coil, heater and fuel gas system and have rated capacities up to 4.0 MM BTU/hr. We can
also customize a variety of coil arrangements and design pressures up to 15,000 psig, to help you achieve the most economical and
efficient combination.

Performance
➢Helps to prevent formation of hydrates during wellstream pressure reduction
➢Regulates process temperature to increase performance of downstream equipment

Value
➢Engineered lifting lugs for ease of installation and safety
➢In-stock inventory of pre-assembled units allows fast delivery, installation and startup
➢Latest API design and construction standards help ensure high performance and safety

Confidence
➢Added assurance of a warranty that runs 12 months from startup or 18 months from delivery, whichever comes first
➢Prompt, professional service, support and spare parts from local technicians in or near every major oil & gas producing region in
the U.S. and numerous areas around the world

NOTE: Pre-engineered designs may not be suitable for all operating and gas conditions, which must be
accurately and completely provided at the time of order placement.

